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Are We Ready To Lead The Fight To Change The Rules? 
 

Christine Cooper - IEUA Assistant Federal Secretary 
 

Women currently make up 47% of Australian workplaces and more than 70% of education employees. Yet as our WRAW 

chats are showing us, there are still far too many challenges confronting women in the workplace.  These challenges exist 

because of our workplace laws are broken. 

A recent poll conducted by the ACTU found that working women 

were more greatly affected by the broken laws.  Polling 

conducted for the ACTU by Cadreon found that; 

 67% of women say they have not had a pay rise in the last 

twelve months, compared to 61% of men. 

 52% of women think that it is harder to get a wage rise that 

covers the cost of living compared to 45% of men ,and 

 Women have high levels of concern around the levels of 

insecurity they feel in their work 

IEU BOLD/ WRAW chats in the branches are highlighting  that 

insecurity of work, harassment in the workplace and work/life 

imbalance are significant issues for women members.   

Because of our broken rules, women get paid less.  Women are increasingly locked out of a secure retirement, women 

make up the majority of workers reliant on minimum wage, women are more vulnerable to exploitative, casualised and 

insecure forms of work and due to deep rooted social norms, women face more disruptions over their working life by 

taking on the majority of the responsibilities for caring children, family members and/or aging parents. 

But if we are hit hardest by our broken rules, we also stand to gain the most from changing them! 

Women are the majority in groups which will benefit from the restoration of a living wage and penalty rates; a fairer and 

more independent workplace umpire; more equitable working arrangements for those who have caring responsibilities; 

changes to the superannuation system to ensure that no one retires in poverty; and securing 10 days paid Family and 

Domestic Violence leave for all Australian workers. 

IEU BOLD women know that the only way workers can change the rules and improve their working lives is by belonging to 

their union and taking action. That is why  IEU members took to the streets across Australia, in Change the Rules mass 

rallies to support of the ACTU campaign. IEU BOLD Women are ready to lead the fight to Change the Rules. 

 

Australian Human Rights Commission launches national inquiry into workplace sexual 
harassment 
In a world first, the AHRC has launched an independent national inquiry into sexual harassment in the workplace. This 

twelve month investigation led by Sex Discrimination Commissioner Kate Jenkins will shine much needed light on a 

system which is failing Australian workers, particularly women. It will provide individuals and organisations from all over 

Australia with opportunities to speak about their experiences.  

The Rules Are Broken 

The current rules which are intended to protect workers who experience workplace sexual harassment focus on individual 

claims and settlement processes. However, early indications from the fourth AHRC national survey into workplace sexual 

harassment show that rates of sexual harassment have significantly increased since the last survey in 2012.  

It is obvious that these current laws have failed and need to be changed to allow for systemic action against workplace 

sexual harassment.  

The AHRC inquiry will examine the drivers of sexual harassment in the workplace, the use of technology, as well as 

current laws and practices.  Public consultations will be held in major cities and regional centres. 

There is no quick fix for this endemic problem. A package of reform is needed, not only stronger anti-discrimination laws  

but also an improved OHS regime and stronger industrial laws which reduce job insecurity and increase the power of 

workers to act collectively to create safe healthy and secure work environments, free of sexual harassment.  

The IEU will join with other ACTU unions in campaigning for stronger laws to ensure workers are safe from sexual 

harassment attacks. 



IEU women mentors provide leadership for women in unions 

The IEU NSW/ACT Branch is participating in the new Unions NSW mentoring program, with two Officers mentoring younger 

women, and two IEU staff being mentored. The mentoring program is an initiative of Unions NSW,  which aims to increase 

female participation in union activity and develop more women to aspire to leadership roles in the movement.  

Experienced organisers Pam Smith and Ann-Maree McEwan are providing mentorship to Nicole Mason from the NSW Nurses 

and Midwives Association and Emma Hagan from the NSW Police Association respectively. In addition, IEU Officers Lubna 

Haddad, Lee Cunningham and Amanda Hioe are spending time with mentors from the AMWU,TWU and Unions NSW . 

As mentors, Ann-Maree and Pam have a lot experience to 

offer.  They are both active IEU BOLD members as well as 

being members of the Unions NSW Women’s Committee. 

Ann-Maree said she volunteered to be a mentor because 

women now made up the majority of union membership, yet 

leadership roles remained male dominated.  

“Unions NSW wanted to build links among women members 

and assist career development, to fill in those gaps where 

women are not well represented,” Ann-Maree said. 

“I think Emma and I were paired because I have worked as a 

solicitor and have worked with the police quite closely in the 

past.” 

Ann-Maree has been at the IEU since 2002, and has also 

worked as a solicitor in a regional town, as well as a teacher-

librarian for the NSW Department of Education and the 

Sydney Catholic Education Office. Emma has worked at the 

Police Associations for 11 years in the legal section.  She 

assists police officers with industrial and medical 

entitlements, pensions and medical discharge issues and 

supervises the clerical team.  

Emma said she was interested in seeing more of the big 

picture of the union movement, and learning how other 

unions are structured and how they manage campaigns.   

“Working in the legal area you can become quite focussed. 

It’s good for me to be able to take back some information 

to others in my team as well. I’ve noticed that everyone at 

the IEU is very passionate about what they do, as are 

people at the Police Association. That’s how it should be in 

the union movement.” said Emma. (At the time of writing 

Emma is on parental leave so the mentoring is on hold.) 

Pam and Nicole have also found plenty to talk about.  

Nicole has highlighted that nursing is a female dominated 

profession, yet senior management roles in the health 

system remain mostly occupied by men. 

“It is nice to have people outside your industry to discuss 

about unionism and the issues we face. It is a tough 

industry to be in so I think extra support for women is 

crucial [and] having that extra connection makes a big 

difference,” Nicole said. 

Pam said the pair had talked a lot about campaigning and 

the strategies, frustrations and challenges of getting a 

campaign off the ground. The women manage to meet 

face to face about once a month and also communicate 

more regularly by phone and email. Challenges such as de

-professionalisation, overwork, casualisation and temporary 

contracts are familiar to both teaching and nursing 

profession. Pam said she is learning a lot as well in the mentoring role.   

“It is energising and refreshing to speak to Nicole and hear what her union is doing about campaigning. Talking about how to 

energise and organise our women members to enhance their workplace conditions is great for both of us” she said. 

Anne Maree McEwan and Emma Hagan 

Pam Smith and Nicole Mason 



BOLD Around The Country 
IEU NSW/ACT. Pam Smith 

IEU Women’s Conference 24 August 2018 

This year’s IEU NSW/ACT women’s conference will have the theme of 'Changing the 
Rules for Working Women.' The conference will feature keynote speakers Naomi Steer 
National Director, Australia for UNHCR and Ros McLennan General Secretary, 
Queensland Council of Unions  

Naomi Steer will present on her life with the UNHCR and how the work of the 
organisation supports women and girls. Ros McLennan will challenge participants to 
reflect on the work they do, the difference they bring and the real and positive impact 
of their work on the lives of students, families and communities.    

In addition to the two guest speakers, participants will be offered a rang of workshops, 
Change the Rules, BOLD, Enhancing Women’s Fitness and Well Being, Teaching the 
Millennial Student, Building connections in the community and beyond and NSW 
Teacher Accreditation – what do I need to know and do? 

ACTU Change the Rules Campaign  

IEU members have attended Chapter meetings across NSW and ACT in support of the 
ACTU Change The Rules campaign. The campaign aims at improving the rules that 
govern industrial relations and make life fairer for working Australians.  In particular 
IEU BOLD women have taken a specific focus on the broken rules which affect women and families.  

IEU SA  Louise Firrell 

The IEU BOLD group in South Australia has been spending time this term planning their 

actions, in addition to what each of the SA BOLD women are doing individually to grow 

and develop their leadership skills and personal pathways.   Plans are underway for the  

annual Women’s Dinner for September as well as a Women’s Professional Learning day 

in August, which will schedule  sessions on The Change the Rules Campaign, 

superannuation, Leadership in a school context and meditation and self-care.   

In terms of individual bold actions this term, Britta Jureckson has taken part in the 

RESPECT (Respecting professional judgement as the critical element to quality 

education) panel discussion at the 2018 IEU National Conference. In addition, Krystina 

Dawe attended the 2018 Institute of Educational Assessors Conference at the Adelaide 

Convention Centre. As well, during the recent Fringe Festival, local artist Clair Foxton 

painted a fabulous mural in Dawkins Place in the city to celebrate the life and 

achievements for women of Muriel 

Matters. 

  

IEU VICTAS Therese O’Loughlin 

Change the Rules Rally 

Great groups of IEU VIC TAS women 

attended the Change the Rules Rallies 

in May and heard overwhelmingly, that rules have to change for women.  One 

of the core components of the Change the Rules campaign is to address 

gender equality. We need to campaign on and win systemic change for 

working women.  

Conference 

A delegation of BOLD IEU women attended the, ‘Union Women Changing the Rules Conference’. This was organised by the ‘we 

are union women’ team at Trades Hall with an opening address by Kara Keys, the ACTU National Campaign Co-ordinator. The 

focus of ‘Gendered Violence at Work’ was picked up in a panel discussion and this provided an opportunity for 

acknowledgement of the work and the achievements in this space so far. These include WRAW Chats, the development of a 

Gendered Violence Clause for agreements and of specific gendered violence and family violence training. There was also a 

celebratory section of the conference where, after much time and work, we heard about the BIG WIN: Worksafe has now 

recognised gendered violence as a specific workplace hazard and trades hall will deliver training for HSR’s in this area. This is a 

really important step for towards the elimination of gendered violence in workplaces and we want our BOLD team to be part of it. 

Future Activities: PURPLE Parliament and BOLD team catch up 

9 August is ‘women’s parliament day’ where issues decided at the Conference will be taken as ‘asks’ to MP’s and IEU VICTAS 

BOLD women will speak with MP’s in support of these asks. As well, the BOLD team are planning a catch up with Lisa Heap 

who has returned from Geneva and the ILO Governing Body, where she was part of the Worker’s Group addressing the need for 

a new Convention to eliminate Violence and Harassment in the world of work.  

Britta Jureckson (IEU SA) on speaking 

at  the IEU National Conference 

Pam Smith IEU NSW/ACT 

IEU VICTAS BOLD women 



 

IEUA QNT. Caryl Davies 

IEUA QNT Bold participants have continued to personally and professionally engage 

with their careers and their union. This year there was a record number of BOLD 

women attend the Labour/May Day marches across the Qld and in the NT. As well, in 

the Northern Territory the first Women’s Rights at Work chat was conducted. BOLD 

members are completing qualifications, campaigning for social change, standing up 

for their professional rights and moving forward in their careers.  

In particular, QNT BOLD is very proud of Alex Patten for her delivery of a brilliant 

Teacher Learning Network (tLn) session on Designing Pathways to Move Forward. 

IEU WA. Angela Briant 

At the recent meeting of the IEU WA Equity Committee, IEU WA BOLD members crystallised focus areas for BOLD action. The 

committee plans to focus on highlighting barriers and resistance to women in leadership and promote women in leadership, 

advocating for a fair go including supporting those who are marginalised, and spotlighting equity In the workplace including 

awareness raising and Enterprise Bargaining being informed by an ‘Equity Framework’. To progress these goals, the Committee 

will work with like-minded individuals and organisations. As such, the upcoming BOLD actions will include workplace union 

members discussing inclusivity and workplace delegates highlighting the availability of union professional development sessions 

in inclusiveness as valuable learning opportunities, and producing flyers to engage members. The plan is for these to be 

distributed via school delegates & placed on notice boards. 

Significant dates coming up for Equity Committee action are: International Day of the World’s Indigenous People 9 August (This 
will be an immediate focus for the Committee) Pay Equity Day 5 September; Social Justice Day 30 September; International Day 
of Non-Violence 2 October; World Teachers’ Day 5 October; Anti-Poverty Week 14 - 20 October;  

 

IEU BOLD Women hold WRAW Chats 

IEU BOLD women are coming together to hold WRAW (Women Rights At Work) 

Chat. The WRAW chat is an initiative by Union Women, Victoria Trades Hall 

and creates the perfect opportunity for women to gather and discuss issues 

experienced by women at work. 

In April, IEUA QNT BOLD women members as well as their colleagues from 

UnionsNT held their first WRAW Chat in Darwin.   IEUA QNT BOLD member 

and chair of the IEUA QNT Equity committee, Louise Lenzo said that the 

WRAW chat provided women with the opportunity to share their experiences at 

work and the challenges faced during employment. “We discussed the common 

problems as well as both macro and micro responses to these challenges” 

The issue of work/life 

balance was felt by 

many in attendance. 

“Being unable to strike 

an effective work/life balance can have a significant impact on our well 

being” Louise said.  “The WRAW Chat helped to identify that members 

can stand together and say NO when staff have been called upon to 

perform extra duties” 

Other actions such as speaking with colleagues about how as a 

collective they can address issues, mentoring new women in the 

workplace and in the chapter and addressing school based violence 

using Workplace Health and Safety were identified during the WRAW 

Chat. 

In June, the IEU NSW/ACT women and equity committee gathering in 

Canberra held their first WRAW chat, led by Gabriela Falzon (Unions ACT).  Gabriela is well known to the IEU NSW/ACT Branch 

as an outstanding activist and proud member of the union movement. 

Issues identified by the WRAW chat included: 

 Many leadership positions ( Principal and Assistant Principal) are not held by women.  This was the case in two of the 

schools represented at the meeting 

 Women seem to organize school and staff activities eg. Fetes, carnivals, musicals, staff lunches, walkathons, excursions. 

 Women’s superannuation balance is generally lower than their male counterparts. 

 People make judgments about “stay at home fathers” and about mothers who return to work after maternity leave 

entitlements run out. 

These WRAW chats are continuing around the country. To host a WRAW Chat at your workplace visit www.unionwomen.org.au/

IEUA -QNT BOLD women 

IEU NSW/ACT Women and Equity Committee holding 
a WRAW chat Canberra  

IEUA- QNT and Unions NT members holding a 
WRAW chat 

http://www.unionwomen.org.au/wrawchat


 

BOLD Women in Action 
 

IEU BOLD Women in Action 
 

Attention IEU BOLD Women!  
 

We need photographs highlighting IEU BOLD women in action. 
 

Your photographs will create further interest in our IEU Women and  Leadership 
Facebook group and give substance to our BOLD newsletter. 
 

So come on! Pick up your phone and snap an IEU BOLD woman in action - singles 
and groups. 
 

Email your photos to ccooper@qieu.asn.au  


